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Methods of Regional Analysis of Migration Processes
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Abstract: Methods of research of migration processes consist of the range of specific modes of studying the
factors of indicators of migration mobility of population and its social features. Base of statistic methods is
registration of each separate case of movements as in the place of departure as in the place of arrival. By this
way the number of arrivals and departures for getting place of residence over a certain period of time is defined,
with description of structure of migrants and migration direction. The article considers the methods for the
analysis of migration processes, their advantages are described. Formulas for calculation of various indicators
characterizing the development of migration phenomena are given. A "gravity" model is constructed to be used
to prove the influence of various factors upon immigration flows while studying the problems of migration.
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INTRODUCTION are used methods of sampling statistic research for

Along with application of direct methods of migration and commutation. Representative sampling makes it
processes registration, substituted calculating methods possible to expand received results to total universal set.
are used. For example, statistics of natural dynamics can Advanced investigation of migration involves the
help to calculate the balance of migration over a certain methods of mathematical statistics (variance and
period of time over territorial units by subtracting natural correlation analysis, sampling theory, calculation of
increase from total population increase [1]. dynamic series and relative magnitudes and others), game

Another  method   is   based   on   registration of theory, modeling, systems analysis and others. Data of
place  of birth  of  every  person by population census. migration balance or flows are expressed by using hybrid
By comparing data of places of birth and places of statistic and cartographic methods.
residence the number of non-local natives that Sociological methods are called on to reveal factors
characterizes   indirectly   the   balance   of  migration. of population migration, its potential resources,
Non-business statistic method of accounting for mechanisms and motive force. Choosing one or another
populations of rural sector enables to calculate the method needs taking into account territorial peculiarities,
balance of rural population migration. Indirect method of direction and forms of migration processes. This choice is
calculation  of   size   and   directions  of  migration  means determined by a program of research, task and targets,
using of labour and transport statistic data. Statistic basic hypotheses, features of units of direct research
methods also include methods of measurement of (migrants, enterprises, population settlements and others)
migration by data on residence duration in certain place, [3].
on previous place of living, methods of aging factor Any research of population migration begins with
calculation and investigation of migration from rural to determination of units of research that may be complete or
urban area [2]. Direct and indirect methods supplement sample.
each other, application of them extends the possibilities of Complete registration covers each unit of target
our migration analysis. Further to named methods there population.

irrevocable and particularly revocable seasonal migration
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Among incomplete studies there are: The main coefficients of migration are:

Examination of the main array – the research covers Number of arrivals - ;
those units, which contribute significantly to target Number of departures – ;
population; Migration increase (or decrease), balance of
Monographic research characterizes in detail only migration, net migration – - ;
certain units of target population for advanced Volume of migration, gross migration – + .
study;
Sample study - sampling covers part of units of target Besides total population size migration distribution
population in specially selected order, while the by sex, age and reasons of migration is studied.
result extends to universal set. As far as indexes of population volume depend on

The main benefits of sample research are: used for analysis of migration processes [6].

Saving of time and means due to decline of working frequency of changes of places of residence over total
volume; population during the certain period of time. More often
Minimizing of research objects; there are used following indicators of migration intensity
More detailed studying of each unit of set while it is per 1000 inhabitants per year:
impossible to cover all units;
Increase of accuracy of examination results due to The total intensity of migration (‰):
decline of mistakes over registration.

To realize benefits of sample research it should be (1)
observed the following principles: where

To provide sample with randomness of ingress of - Number of arrivals;
units; - Number of departures;
To provide with sufficient quantity of units of sample - Annual average of population size.
set.
These two conditions ensure representativeness. Or

Method of observation or direct registration of
events by eyewitness is used, for example, for study where
migration process on a scale of certain organization
(inserted analysis) over study of commutation [4]. - Coefficient of arriving – average number
Method of document analysis means getting necessary
information in different forms of statistic reports.
Sociological migration study uses interviewing and
surveying of migrants. Getting information about
population migration is one-time event, meanwhile,
migration is process, flowing in time. To eliminate this
contradiction methods of iterated research and experts’
estimates are used. Processing of basic information on
migration calls for choice of adequate mathematical
methods, hardware, way of grouping and performance of
results [5].

Change of population size of certain places, regions,
states due to migration corresponds to mechanic
movement of population.

population size of respective territory, relative indexes are

Indexes of intensive migration characterize the

o .mu

o .mu

of arrivals per 1000 people per year.
- Coefficient of departure is average

number of departures per 1000 people
per year.

Index  can be either positive (+) or negative (-).mu mu

In the first case it is told about in-flow of population to
given region, in another – about out-flow.

Index of migration ratio intensity (‰):

(3)mu .o

Index of migration efficiency (%):
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(4) In M  = a + b ln D  + cY  + dY  + eX  + fX  + (7). mu

Sociological and statistical methods complement each Here M, Yi, Yj – time-averaged  appropriate  values,
other and form complete character of study of such Dij – distance between countries, Xi and Xj –
phenomenon as population migration. characteristics of the countries, which are constant or

For monitoring of influence of different factors upon change few in time, as for example ethnic characteristic,
immigration flows the so-called “gravitational” model is climatic and ecological condition.
often used while studying problems of migration [7]. Distance between countries – sources of immigrants
“Gravitational” model is similar to appropriate law of and receiving country is usually considered equal to
gravity: the number of people Ìij, moving from country i distance between capitals. In case of Russia, that has
to country j, increases by sizes of regions Pi and Pj and great territory, this approach causes doubts, because
decreases by distance Dij between them, so that relation there are quite significant migration flows to regions,
looks like: noticeably different from Moscow by distance. For more

countries to regions of Russia.
(5)

where G – is constant, indexes á, , needs to be valued.
According to respective hypotheses, it means that 1. Kotieva, A.I., 2003. Forced migration in Russia:

> 0. However, it should not be expected  to be large, search of problems’ solution. Legal world, 9: 118.
because use of modern information technology made 2. Larin, A. G., 2011. Chinese in Russia yesterday and
significantly easier to find work in the new place and due today: historic issue. Institute if the Far East RAS.
to up-to-date transportation technology, distance Moscow, pp: 182-192.
between countries doesn’t play as critical role as it was 3. Krupnov, U., 2009. There is held operation against us
earlier [8]. Migrations will save Russia. Russian national

Evidently the “Gravitational” model, written as (5), community on the Holy Land: Information bulletin,
cannot define migration flows completely. It is quite pp: 56.
naturally to suppose, that they also depend on other 4. Modern migration processes at the North Caucasus:
factors, such as unemployment, poverty rate, annual problems of integration and improvement of the
income, social and climatic conditions and others. tolerance level. Materials of the regional theoretical
Thereby, the “Gravitational” model should be widened by and practical conference (May, 29-30 2002), 2002.
adding facilities of receiving and sending countries. Now Eds. Efimova U.G., Vabelina D.M. Stavropol: SSAU,
G is not a constant, but it is a value, depending on many pp: 266.
parameters [9]. 5. Mironov, N.E., 2003. Russian citizenship: the law is

Modified model of migration is usually presented sever, but… Migration and citizenship, 3: 153.
using logarithmical form: 6. Nagornaya, O.K., 2002. Legal problems of social

In M  = a + bY  + cY  + n  + (6) 5: 154.ijt it jt ij ijt

where Yit and Yjt – characteristics of receiving and Kodansha International, Tokyo, pp: 12.
sending countries (here and further in logarithms) that can 8. Bailey, B., 2002. Japan Laws and Policies Concerning
change in time. Immigration, pp: 35-39.

Control over fixed effect between two countries 9. Kondo, A., 2004. Development of immigration Polisy
requires setting independent on time index çij. Equation in Japan, pp: 22-27.
(6) allows to study when current immigration depends on 10. Harris, A., 2013. Why the world’s best and brightest
timed measurements, as, for example, change of living struggle to find jobs in Canada. Date Views
standards, while controlling long-term trends in migration 10.07.2013 www2macleansca/2013/04/24/land-of-
and basic conditions [10]. For valuation of long-term misfortune.
correlation regression is usually used:

ij ij i j i j ij

exact analysis it is naturally to use data on migration from
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